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Selections from the Miller Collection

By M. Stephen Miller

[Editors note: We asked Steve Miller to identify some personal favorites from his collection and relate the story of their acquisition or significance.]

1. Box and bottle from New Lebanon

This bottle of *Ext[ract] Indian Hemp*, with its original cardboard cylinder package, showed up on eBay in 2005. I immediately recognized its importance—the only known extract bottle with container—and a huge bid was placed. It ultimately sold for almost thirteen hundred dollars and I was ecstatic to end up with it! In the Shaker’s 1837 medicinal catalog, it says: “The extract is excellent in dyspepsia.” This was a very general term usually applied to indigestion in the nineteenth century. The bottle held four ounces of a concentrate of this plant.

![Image of the bottle and box from New Lebanon]
2. Tyringham seed envelope

I came across this item in a private collection in Ohio quite a while ago and acquired it through a trade—a common means of building my collection in the early days. I had no idea how important this piece would turn out to be. Although the seed industry at the small Shaker village of Tyringham existed from at least 1826 into at least the 1850s, and reputedly was the major source of income there, this is so far the only seed envelope known to have survived from Tyringham! The initials on it stand for Trustee Freeman Stanley who died in 1862.
3. Chair catalog

Every year, between 1874 and 1880, the Shakers issued one or more catalogs promoting their chairs and stools. These all had similar formats except for those from the Centennial Year of 1876; these were larger and included advertising from non-Shaker sources. By 1874 the industry was very well organized and sizes were standardized with chairs numbered from “0” (the smallest) to “7” (the largest).

Almost every year, beginning in 1982, an auctioneer from eastern Massachusetts named Willis Henry has held a sale limited to Shaker objects. While ephemera has been a minor part of these auctions, a piece appears occasionally and sometimes it is a real treasure. This chair catalog came from one of these early auctions. It is in exceptional condition and therefore was of great interest to me. It is one of nineteen different chair catalogs—nearly all in similar condition—that are now part of the Hamilton College collection.
4. Apple sauce firkin

Of all the Shakers’ industries dealing with food products none was more widespread than the apple industry. I believe that every one of the eighteen long-lasting communities had apple orchards and put up the apples in various forms for profit. The most common form was applesauce. As with all the wooden firkins used by the eastern Shaker communities, this one was made by a commercial outfit and bought by Canterbury ca. 1885. I found it at a small antiques shop in a very small village in the Shenandoah Mountains of Virginia It was as much a surprise to find it as it was a delight. Two similar examples are now part of the Hamilton College collection: one from Enfield, N.H., and the other from Enfield, Conn.
5. Fruit trees pamphlet

This very rare pamphlet, possibly a unique surviving example, was bought from a dealer in eastern Massachusetts. Although the standard bibliography of Shaker literature lists two similar examples, this one has some interesting variations. Harvard was the only Shaker community to put up tree stock for sale and it did so beginning in 1837. This catalog dates from 1849-1862. These three examples are the only ones known to advertise these products. Most of the trees offered were for apple (21) and cherry (16) trees, but five varieties of grapes, four of currents, and three of blackberries were also available.
6. Early chair broadside

Once each year the Ephemera Society holds a fair for which ephemera dealers tend to save their best material; it is a prestigious event with high quality dealers. About fifteen years ago I got wind of a dealer who was going to offer a “unique” chair broadside for sale. The day of the sale there was a March blizzard and rather than risk my life, I asked dealer and friend Scott De Wolfe to buy this piece for me—no matter what the price! He did so, and it turned out not only to be unique, but it is the earliest broadside to advertise the soon-to-be famous chair industry. I don’t remember what it cost me but I was very happy to pay it. When something of this magnitude comes along, price should not be a primary consideration. This sort of thing happens only rarely for a serious collector, snow or no snow!
7. Display card for Tisane Americaine des Shakers

In 1992, my friend Bill Helfand—the leading collector in the world of prints related to the history of medicine—asked me to write an article about the manufacture of the “Shaker Extract of Roots” for a French journal. I was happy to oblige. After all, acknowledging my interest in Shaker ephemera, the previous year he gave me this display card from his own collection. My article, translated by another friend into French, appeared in the Revue D’Histoire de la Pharmacie the following year. The manufacturer of this product, for which the Shakers provided at least initially the raw materials, was named Oscar Fanyau. German occupiers killed him during World War I for his role as a partisan. This bright, colorful poster, probably from ca. 1910, with a string at the top for suspending it, belies Fanyau’s sad demise.
8. Textile labels from Canterbury

The two woven silk labels on the top were used in cloaks, the bottom uncut strip in sweaters. They were set aside as samples by Eldress Mary L. Wilson (1858-1939). The date on the envelope is meaningful, for the manufacture of sweaters at Canterbury had already ceased in 1923, while cloaks were made until 1942. I like the “human” touch on the envelope: “Samples for ordering others. Please do not take.” All too often the Shakers are viewed unrealistically as too much apart from the rest of us. In so many everyday ways, they were not and are not. This group of labels came from a long-time collector in New Jersey, mediated by a long-time friend and an extremely important factor in my collecting life, Scott De Wolfe.
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9. Sash Balance broadside and envelope

This broadside showed up at a small auction outside of Pittsburgh, Pa., in the mid-1990s. I don’t think that there was any competition for it as I only paid a few hundred dollars. Relatively few broadsides have survived from the Shaker West where there was very little in the way of craft traditions. Their communities were supported mainly by agriculture. This piece advertises a device invented by a sometime brother, Sanford J. Russell, who lived with the Shakers in Ohio and Kentucky. He received a U.S. patent for this invention that eliminated counterweights on the sides by means of a cord and clamping device in the front. Although the device was apparently a complete failure, it illustrates (literally and figuratively) the never-ending quest by Believers to improve, through modification and invention, everything they found useful.
10. Maine Mower broadside

The Shakers at Sabbathday Lake were particularly innovative when it came to manufacturing woodenwares and machinery. The Maine Mower, a harvesting machine and not at all similar to our concept of a lawn mower, was invented and patented by a Brother Hewlett Chandler in 1865. This large broadside, 41½ x 26 cm., carries two endorsements from that year. It was found in a barn in Maine and came to me through a long-time member of the Ephemera Society. Although this example bears some resemblance to one listed Mary Richmond in her Bibliography of Shaker Literature, it appears to be a unique surviving copy. I love finding ephemera such as this because I remain convinced that there is much more “unknown” material out in the world just waiting to be found.
11. Catalogue of Medicinal Plants

Over the approximately thirty-five years that I have been collecting, items have come my way from many, many directions. This catalog, for example, was a product of a “mail auction” conducted by the William L. Clements Library at the University of Michigan in 1995. The library decided to de-accession duplicate materials for the benefit of their acquisition funds; the protocol for doing this now is that it must be offered by means of a public forum—generally, auction—and all gains must be used solely for new acquisitions. This pamphlet was purchased from that sale. The sealed bid that I placed was for $900.00 and the selling price was $772.00. This is not among the very rare medicinal pamphlets issued by New Lebanon in the early 1850s—this one is dated 1851 and Richmond’s Bibliography of Shaker Literature lists eight locations of at least one copy—but its condition is exceptional. It is difficult to believe that it is now more than one hundred fifty years old! Condition has always been a major factor for me; therefore, I have always been willing to pay a premium for it.
12. Apple sauce label

There is an unusual story behind my acquisition of this very colorful label. It was part of the William Lassiter Collection that sold at Sotheby’s in November 1981. I bid very high but was outbid nonetheless. Since there were a number of identical labels in the lot I tried for four years to track down the successful bidder, hoping to be able to obtain a copy by trade or purchase. I finally found out that the actual bidder was a very high-level book dealer rather than a Shaker collector. By happenstance, upon this gentleman’s death, I learned that he had purchased the lot on behalf of a client who turned out to be one of the wealthiest individuals in America! This person had a private botanical library and wanted some examples of Shaker plant/food ephemera, no matter the cost. Upon further work on my part, I found the address of this person and (rather boldly) wrote, telling of my interest in acquiring two of these labels for a display that I had planned. I offered to send several examples of ephemera from my collection that I had duplicates of. To my astonishment, about three weeks later I received two of these in the mail, with no note and no request for a quid pro quo! Nevertheless, I almost immediately packaged up the promised material and mailed it off to the person. I never received an acknowledgment. The label was printed for the Mount Lebanon Shakers by the Hinds Ketcham Company of New York and Cincinnati, sometime between 1880 and 1890. The process is multi-color letterpress.
The Shakers at Mount Lebanon started making oval boxes with “finger” or “swallowtail” joints very early on, perhaps as early as 1800. Ultimately, many thousands were made and sold. What we learn from this rare broadside—actually a bi-fold, the other three sides advertising chairs—is that they were intended to be sold in nests *wholesale*, by the *dozen*. Thus, the price for a dozen of the largest size ca. 1870 was $9.00 (or $134.00 today). At auction these days, a single unpainted 15” long oval box in good condition will cost more than $2,000!

This broadside (or, more properly, broadsheet) came to me with the Pearson Collection in 1988. I have no idea where Ray Pearson found it; the *Bibliography of Shaker Literature* lists Syracuse University as the only other source. Ray was very friendly with William Lassiter, then curator at the New York State Museum in Albany, and I know that some materials freely passed between them at a time when these exchanges were not subject to the same standards that exist today.